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Abstract

This master thesis is carried out in the Electronic Materials Group at the Eindhoven
University of Technology and in the Silicon Processing Group at the Interuniversity Micro
e1ectronics Center IMEC, Leuven. This cooperation was sponsored by the European Hu
man Capital and Mobility contract, ELEN.

Noise measurements can be used as a diagnostic tooI to assess the quality of all kinds
of e1ectronic devices. For MOSFETs improved DC parameter extraction methods are used
to refine the analysis of the observed noise.

The excess noise behaviour of silicided and non-silicided pand n-channel MOSFETs,
biased in the ohmic region, has been investigated. Only a minor difference in noise and
series resistance could be seen for the n-channel MOSFETs. However, the noise in the
non-silicided p-MOSFETs was dominated by the noise in the series resistance. The series
resistance for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs was more than four times higher than for the
silicided p-MOSFETs, while for the n-MOSFETs no significant difference was found. A
modified model for the l/J noise equivalent circuit is proposed, showing good agreement
with experimental results and explaining the observed trends SJ ex ]m with 0 < m < 4.
The classical current and geometry dependence of the current noise in MOSFETs is only
valid if the noise in the series resistance is negligible.

The noise of p-channel MOSFETs without dominant series resistance has been inves
tigated from the ohmic region up to saturation. These experimental results are in good
agreement with the classical current and geometry dependence of the current noise spectral
density.

The excess noise behaviour of silicided p-channel MOSFETs is investigated. Due to
contact problems, generation-recombination noise spectra are observed. Analysis of the
current noise spectra versus the current on a single device, showed that the generation
recombination noise was due to trapping of carriers in the souree and drain contacts.
An analysis of an L-array is not necessary to distinguish between channel and contact
contributions. Large generation-recombination noise components point to poor device
contact quality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this work, noise measurements are used as a diagnostic tooI to assess the quality of
MOSFETs. In general, noise measurements are not restricted to semiconductor devices
only. During a practical training in the Electronic Materials group, e.g. , I investigated
the noise behaviour of potentiometers (see Appendix A). Noise measurements were very
helpful to judge the quality and reliability of the wiper contact of the potentiometer. A
low-noise potentiometer plays a crucial role in the noise measurement set-up of a MOSFET,
because one needs two perfect noise-free adjustable voltage sources for biasing the gate and
drain. The use of noise measurements for quality assessment of semiconductor devices is
not new, see e.g. [1] and [2].

Noise investigations deal with the analysis of fluctuations in voltage or current. Different
types of noise are e.g. white noise, generation-recombination noise and l/J noise. The l/J
noise is so-called because its noise spectral density (in e.g. A2/Hz) is inversely proportional
to the frequency J. The experimentally obtained spectra, showing a l/J dependence, are
here represented by a value jSI (A2), which corresponds to the l/J noise spectral density
SI (A2/Hz) at 1 Hz. l/J Noise gives rise to much controversy. BasicaIly, there are two
models explaining this noise in MOSFETs: (ij the number fiuctuation model [3] and (ii)
the mobility fiuctuation model [4].

In order to teIl something about the noise behaviour of devices, one should also inves
tigate its DC characteristics. Therefore, this is treated first in chapter 2. In Appendix B,
a parameter extraction method is proposed, which is used here to extract values for the
low-field mobility and the mobility degradation. In chapter 3, noise measurements are used
to investigate the silicidation process, while chapter 4 deals with the noise behaviour of
p-channel MOSFETs biased in the ohmic region up to saturation. Chapter 5 deals with
generation-recombination noise spectra, observed in MOSFETs with contact problems.

All DC and noise measurements were performed on wafer level. Fluctuations in the
drain current are amplified by a low-noise current preamplifier, Brookdeal5002 or Stanford
SR570, of which the output voltage is amplified by an AC precision amplifier, Brookdeal
9452. The noise spectral density is obtained using an HP 35665A FFT spectrum analyser.
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Chapter 2

DC characteristics of a MOSFET

The physics of MOSFETs is extensively treated in a vast amount of textbooks, e.g. [1], [2],
I3] and [4]. The basic structure of a lightly doped drain (LDD) MOSFET is il1ustrated in
Fig. 2.1. The gate, source and drain terminals are denoted by G, S and D, respectively.

s G

ti'" / ;' / ,. ;' " / ;' ;' / , / ;' / I'
/ ;' ;' ;' / ;' / ;' / / / / / / /

Leff

L

D

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of an LDD MOSFET.

The drain current, transconductance and channel conduetance in the linear regime
will be presented in section 2.1, whereas the drain current and the transconductanee in
saturation will be presented in section 2.2.

2.1 The linear region

For the drain current of a MOSFET, biased in the linear regime, one ean write [1]:

W lLoCo:c(~~Vd" - !Vd~)
1= ,

L eD (1 + (}~*,,)

3
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(2.3)

(2.4)

or, when series resistance cannot be ignored,

WJloCox [(Vàs - IRs)(Vns - IRs - IRn ) - HVns - IRs - IRD)2J
1= LeD I1 +O(Vàs - I Rs)] , (2.2)

where

W: channel width,

L eJf : effective channellength,

Jlo: low-field mobility,

0: mobility degradation factor,

cox: gate-oxide capacitance per unit area,

~~: internal gate-source overdrive voltage, ~~ = I~s - VTI,

Vds : internal drain-source voltage,

vos: external gate-source overdrive voltage, Vos = IVGS - VTI,

Vns: external drain-source voltage,

Rs: series resistances at the souree side,

RD : series resistances at the drain side.

For the p-channel devices the absolute value of the internalor external drain-source voltage
is taken. For the derivation of (2.1) the following assumptions are made [1]: 1) the body
effect is ignoredj 2) only drift current is consideredj 3) doping in the channel region is
uniform; 4) reverse leakage current is negligibly smalI; and 5) the transverse field in the
channel is much larger than the longitudinal field (i.e. Vds ~ ~:).

The drain current can be solved from eq. (2.2). The explicit solution for I of eq. (2.2)
is given in Appendix C on page 54.

The internal transconductance equals

al W JloCoxVds (1 + O~s/2)

9m = a~:, = L eJf (1 + 0~~)2 .

The channel conductance equals

al W JloCox(~: - ~s)
9ch = -- = .

aVds L eJf(1 +O~~)

Note that the external transconductance, i.e. the measured transconductance aI/aVas, is
always smaller than the internal transconductance due to series resistance and mobility
degradation. The ratio 9m/9mezl can be found in [5] as a function of the series resistance
for different values of the mobility degradation coefficient O. A good approximation is given
by I6] 9m/9mut ~ 1 + (Rs +RD )9m e

4



2.2 The saturation region

The drain current of a MOSFET, biased in the saturation region, is given by eq. (2.5) (see
e.g. [1]).

/s = m W JLoCox(Vás - IsRs)2,
LeD [1 + B(Vas - IsRs )]

(2.5)

where m is a function of doping concentration and approaches 1/2 at low doping con
centrations [1]. In this work m = 1/2 is assumed, giving good results. The internal
transconductance in saturation now equals

(2.6)

Neglecting short channels effects, causing among others an increase of the saturation cur
rent with the drain-source voltage [4], the channel conductance is equal to zero, as can he
seen from eq. (2.5).
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Chapter 3

Impact of silicidation on the excess
noise behaviour of MOSFETs

3.1 Introduction

One of the main reasons for using silicided source and drain contacts in VLSI applications
is to provide Iower series resistances and to increase the current-driving capability [1]. In
10ng-channeI MOSFETs, the Iow-frequency noise in the conductive channel is dominant
[2] compared to the noise stemming from the series resistance. Here the noise will be used
as a diagnostic tooI for quality assessment as was already done successfully on edgeless
MOSFETs [3]. As will he diseussed here, the noise in the conductive ehannel ean become
negligible while dealing with contact problems at the source and drain junctions. This
chapter reports on the drain-current noise spectral density SI of four types of L-arrays: (i)
n-MOSFETs with and (ii) without silieidation, (iii) p-MOSFETs with and (iv) without
silicidation. All MOSFETs were biased in the ohmic region to simplify the analysis of the
results.

3.2 Experimental procedure

The measurements are performed on n-channel and p-channel MOSFETs. The gates are
manufactured with n+-poly Si and the gate-oxide thickness is 11.4 nm. In order to investi
gate the influence of silicidation on the noise behaviour, silicided and non-silicided devices
were processed on the same wafer, using an extra mask step. For the silicidation proeess
Ti was used to form TiSi2 on the polysilicon and on the drain and source junctions.

Typical values for the charaeteristic total series resistance for this technology are
R=1.2 kS1pm for the silicided and non-silicided n-MOSFETs and R=2 kS1pm for the
silicided p-MOSFETs. The non-silicided p-MOSFETs showed much higher series resis
tance (up to R=9.6 kS1pm) due to high contact resistances. Additional measurements on

lThis chapter is based on a paper, suhmitted to Solid-Stafe Electron.
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non-silicided metal-p+ contacts showed that these resistances are strongly non-linear. A
possihle explanation for this difference will he given in section 3. The series resistances
and effective channellengths are extracted using a method [4] similar to the one used in
[5] hased on an analytical expression for I vs ~~ curves in the linear region.

An L-array with a channel width of 20 p.m and a mask-channel length ranging from
1.2 to 7 p.m has been chosen for noise evaluation. All devices were measured in the ohmic
region with IVDS / = 0.1 V, while the gate-source overdrive voltage, Vos = IVGs - VTI,
ranged from 0.2 to 4 V. The measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 3.1. The dashed line
represents a Faraday cage.

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

G

L.. _

8

BD 5002/
SR 570

_ ..J

AC amplifier +
FFT analyzer

Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up for current noise measurements with a low-noise current
amplifier.

3.3 Experimental results and discussion

In this section, the experimental results of the low-frequency noise measurements will he
presented. An improved model for the l/J noise equivalent circuit is proposed to compare
the experimentalIy obtained current noise values with calculated values. This model uses
the internal transconductance and the channel conductance, given hy eqs. (2.3) and (2.4),
respeetively.

In Fig. 3.2, the l/J noise equivalent circuit for an LDD MOSFET is represented, see
Ref. [6], where i.s and i dD denote the current noise sourees at the source and drain side,
respeetively, and rs and rD denote the dynamic series resistances at the souree and drain
sides, respectively. The current noise source i ch represents the conductance fiuctuations in
the channel part. One can write the fol1owing for the AC current i:

(3.1)

8
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...- 'sS

Figure 3.2: I/J Noise equivalent circuit of an LDD MOSFET. Capital S and D denote
the external source and drain, smal1 s and d denote the internal source and drain of the
MOSFET.

and for the gate-source voltage Vg &

(3.2)

For the drain-source voltage one can write

(3.3)

(3.5)

Note that Vds and V gs equal the internal AC values of the drain-source and gate-source
voltage, respectively. Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) in (3.1) and rearranging gives

Using Fourier transformation and assuming that the noise sources are uncorrelated, one
may now write the fol1owing for the 1// current noise spectral density SI:

SI = Slch + 9?nr~SI.s + 9;h(r~SI.s + r'bSldD).
(1 + 9mrs +9ch(rs + rv))2

Note that eq. (3.5) can also be applied for generation-recombination noise spectra, as will
be discussed in chapter 5. By overlooking the separate noise contributions of source and
drain series resistance in Ref. [6], a form as in eq. (3.5) has been found without the term 9?n
in the numerator. However, for smal1 gate-source voltages in the ohmic region and when
biasing the device in saturation, this term is non-negligible. Separate measurements on

9



(3.6)

non-silicided contaets showed small differences in resistance and noise, for a polarity change
across the contact. Therefore, it is assumed here, that SI.s = SIdD and rs = rD. All the
ohserved spectra showed l/f'Y noise, with 0.9 < Î < 1.1. Measurements on silicided metal
n+ or p+ contacts and non-silieided metal-n+ eontacts reveal a linear contact resistanee. On
the assumption that the series resistanee is linear, one can replaee the dynamie resistanees
in eq. (3.5) hy their statie values.

The channel noise in eq. (3.5), SIch' may he replaced hy [7)

~:OchW
L3 ,

eD

with Och a l/f noise parameter, inversely proportional to ~: [7) for the numher fiuctuation
model [8), and independent of ~~ [9] for a mohility fiuctuation model [10). If the devices
do not suffer from serious series resistances or noise in the series resistance, the measured
eurrent noise spectral density SI equals SIch ' as can he seen from eq. (3.5).

The results for the n-MOSFETs are shown in Figs. 3.3-3.5. Figures 3.6-3.9 present
the results for the p-MOSFETs. In Fig. 3.3, the current noise spectral density, fSI, is
plotted as a funetion of Vos for the n-ehannel devices. It can he clearly seen that there

c

~ • ~
•

UT" C

0

~

.... 10'" 0 0
~
rn- ~
'-

.6-...
10·]1) .6-

Ziï ...

10·n L..----'----'-...........................L_........_ .........~.....J

0.1 I 10

vos· [V]

Figure 3.3: Measured eurrent noisë--speêtial-density for silicided and non-silicided n
MOSFETs as a function of Vos; _ and 0 denote fSI for a silicided and non-silicided
n-MOSFET, respectively, with LeD = 1.1 pm; • and 0 denote fSI for a silicided and non
silicided n-MOSFET, respeetively, with LeD = 3 pm; • and f::::, denote fSI for a silicided
and non-silicided n-MOSFET, respectively, with LeD = 7 pm.

is only a minor difference in noise behaviour between the silicided and non-silicided n
ehannel devices. For small gate-souree overdrive voltages, f SI is independent of Vos, since
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fSIeh ex: ach~~, where ach ex 1/~~ [7J. Note that for all devices measured, there was
only a minor difference « 2%) between Ves and ~:. As Ves increases, the influence
of SI.s = SIdD is enhanced to the extent that SI increases with increasing Yes, since
SI.s = SIdD ex: /2 ex ~~2. The noise in the series resistance has less influence for decreasing
channel lengths, since SIc" ex W/ L~JJ. For the series resistance, one would expect the
contrary, i.e. a larger influence of the series resistance when the channel length decreases.

In Fig. 3.4, fSI is plotted as a function of W/L~D for the n-channel devices. For large

10-11

+,t
,'0,,,,,

I

~ ,1"

a:',* ,-',,
A .
À ,-

D ,/
0'-,

WfLet! (1/..,.m2]

Figure 3.4: fSI versus W/L~D for the silicided and non-silicided n-MOSFETs, for different
Yes: ., ., ~ and x denote fSI at Ves = 0.5,1,2 and 4V, respectively, for the silicided
devices, while 0, 0, ~ and + denote fSI at Ves = 0.5,1,2 and 4V, respectively, for the
non-silicided devices. The dashed line represents fSI ex W/ L~D.

values of W/ L~fJ' there is no significant influence of the noise in the series resistance. For
a small fixed channellength, all values of fSI coincide independently of Yes, since ach ex
1/~:. However, as the channellength increases, W/ L~JJ decreases, and the proportionality
fSI ex: W/L~D does not hold anymore for Ves > 1V.

In Fig. 3.5, the calculated values of a are plotted as a function of the gate-source
overdrive voltage for the n-MOSFETs. The values of a are calculated using the following
relation:

(3.7)

with R = YrJ.s/ /. As expected for n-channel devices, a ex 1/~:. It is clearly seen that
the calculated values of Q are influenced by the noise in the series resistance for increasing
Yes. Therefore only a values at low Ves are reliable.
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Figure 3.5: Calculated a-values as a function of Vos for the n-channel devices; ., • and ~

denote a for the silicided n-MOSFETs, with Lei! =1.2, 3 and 7 p.m, respectively; 0, 0 and
l::,. denote a for the non-silicided n-MOSFETs, with Lel! =1.2, 3 and 7 p.m, respeetively.
The dashed line represents a ex: I/Vos.

Figure 3.6 shows the current noise spectral density for the silicided p-MOSFETs, plotted
as a funetion of Vos. One expects f SI to be proportional to Vos if the series resistance and
the noise in the series resistance can be neglected, because in p-channel MOSFETs ach is
often independent of~: [9]. For large gate-source overdrive voltages, f SI tends to increase
somewhat more than given by fSI ex: Vos. As already explained for the n-MOSFETs, this
is due to the non-negligible noise contribution of series resistance.

In Fig. 3.7, the experimental values of fSI, plotted as a function of Vos, are compared
with the calculated values for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs. The calculated values of the
current noise spectra are obtained using eq. (3.5). For the noise in the series resistance
SI.s == SIdD ex: /2 is used [10]. The calculated values are in good agreement with the
experimental data.

The large noise contribution of the series resistance for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs is
most probably due to a thin residuaI oxide layer between metal and non-silicided p+ region,
caused by a non-optimized process for making silicided and non-silicided devices on the
same wafer. This can also explain the experimental1y observed large non-ohmic contact
resistances for these devices. An explanation for the origin of this residual oxide layer
might be as follows. A silicon-oxide, grown on boron-doped silicon, shows a large content
of boron in Si02 close to the Si/Si02 interface, due to the large segregation constant of
boron at that interface [11]. Since boron-doped Si02 has a lower etch rate than Si02 on
phosphorus doped-silicon [12], one can expect a residual oxide layer for the source and

12
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Figure 3.6: Experimental values of fSI for silicided p-MOSFETs as a function of Vos: •
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LelT = 7 PITl. The dashed line represents fSI ex Vos.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental and calculated values of fSI for non-silicided p-MOSFETs as a
funetion of Vesj • and 0 denote the measured and calculated values of fSI1 respectively,
for LeD = 1.2 pITlj • and 0 denote the roeasured and calculated values of f SI, respectively,
for LeD = 3 pro; A and 6. denote the ITleasured and calculated values of fSI, respectively,
for LeD = 7 PITl. The calculated values are obtained using (3.5), with Po = 120cm2IVs,
D.-L = 0.04 pro and () = 0.22 V-I.
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drain junctions of the non-silicided p-MOSFETs.
For circuit design, the noise is often expressed as a function of the average current [13].

In Fig. 3.8, the experirnental values of f SI, plotted as a function of the drain current, are
compared with calculated values for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs. Equation (2.2) is used
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Figure 3.8: Experimental and calculated values of fSI for non-silicided p-MOSFETs as a
function of the drain current I. The same syrnbols are used for the channel lengths as in
Fig. 3.7. The dashed line represents fSI ex 14

•

to obtain calculated values for the drain current, thus taking into account series resistance
and mobility degradation, but ignoring the body effect. Here SI ex Im is observed, with
o < m < 4, depending on the current range and channel length. In [13], SI ex r, with
1 < n < 3/2, has been shown for p-MOSFETs. Due to series resistance complications
m ~ 4 is also possible. If the series resistance is not too large, i.e. gch(rs + rD) ~ 1 and if
the noise source in the series resistance is dominant, one can write SId ex g~SI.sr1. Since
gch ex Id at constant VDS and SI.s ex IJ, SId ex Ij can be ohserved.

As can he seen from the shift along the x-axis between the corresponding full and open
syrnbols in Fig. 3.8, the calculated values of the drain current ten~ to be somewhat higher
than the experimental1y observed values. This rnight be due to the body effect, which is
not taken into account in eq. (2.2). However, the figure shows good agreement hetween
calculated and experimental1y obtained results.

In Fig. 3.9, fSI is plotted as a function of WjL~D for the silicided and non-silicided
p-MOSFETs. The silicided p-MOSFETs show the expected geometry dependence, i.e.
SIch ex WjL;ff' at fixed Ves-However, for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs, this proportion
ality does not hold anymore, due to the noise in the series resistance.

In Fig. 3.10, the calculated values of a are plotted as a function of the gate-source
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overdrive voltage for the p-MOSFETs. The values of Q are calculated using (3.7). It
is clearly seen that the calculated values of Q are influenced by the noise in the series
resistance for increasing Väs. Therefore only Q values at low Väs are reliable. As expeeted
for p-channel devices, a is independent of ~: for sufficiently low values of Vas.

3.4 Conclusion

Ti silicidation has no influence on the excess noise behaviour of n-MOSFETs. The large
contribution of the noise in the series resistance for the non-silicided p-MOSFETs is due to
a residual oxide between the metallayer and the p+ region. A modified l/f noise equivalent
circuit is represented and shows good agreement with experimental results. From a device
point of view, the analysis of fSI as a funetion of Väs is easier than the analysis of fBI as a
function J. The straightforward law SI ex: W/ L~JJ at constant Vas is only valid if the series
resistance contribution is negligible. Insight has been obtained into the proportionality
between the current noise and the drain current of MOSFETs. Due to series resistance
complications, SI ex: Jm with m ~ 4 has been observed and explained.
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Chapter 4

The noise of p-channel MOSFETs
the ohmic region up to saturation

•In

In this chapter noise measurements are performed on p-channel MOSFETs, biased in the
linear and saturation region. The experimental results are in good agreement with the
classical current and geometry dependence of the current noise spectral density [1], [2]. The
equivalent circuit for the l/J noise, presented in chapter 3, will be used. Some comments
are given on the analysis in [3), where the noise is recalculated from experimental results.

4.1 Experimental procedure

Only one p-channel MOSFET, with channellength and width of 10 /LID, is used. The gates
are rnanufactured with n+-poly Si and the gate-oxide thickness is 11.6 nrn. Ti was used for
the silicidation process. The characteristic total series resistance is typical1y .8.=:2 knjlm.
The devices were measured from the ohmic region to saturation at three fixed values of
the gate-source overdrive voltage (0.5, 1.0 or 2.5 V)j IVDSI ranged from 0.1 to 5 V. The
measurernent set-up is shown in Fig. 3.1 on page 8.

4.2 Experimental results and discussion

All observed spectra are pure l/J noise. The spectral densities are presented as JSI,
where SI was observed at 10 Hz and fSI corresponds to the spectral value at 1 Hz.
The experimentally obtained current noise spectra are presented as a function of VDS
and (VDS/Vàs)2. The latter has the advantage that the transition of the linear region to
saturation is expected to occur at (VDs/Vàs)2 = 1, for different fixed values of Vos. A plot
of the current noise spectra is presented as a function of the gate-source overdrive voltage
with VDS as a parameter.

Ir the series resistance and the noise in the series resistance can be neglected one can
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write for the current noise in the linear region [4] (see also eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)):

S - S - J2O:Ch] _ O:chQ1L5CoxWVosVz5s lT2
I - Iel> - fN - L3 (1 ()V;* )2f ex Vvs'

eh Vas>VDS!2 of! + GS
(4.1)

The noise spectral density SI has been calculated in chapter 3 for MOSFETs, biased
in the ohmic region. This calculation can easily he extended for a MOSFET, operating in
the saturation region, since 9ch = 0 in saturation (note that short channel and hody effect
are not taken into account in eq. (2.5)). The spectral density in saturation now hecomes:

(4.2)

where 9m. is the transconductance in saturation, given hy eq. 2.6. For the device under
test, 9m. rs Iml1x ~ 0.04 ~ 1. If the noise in the series resistance is negligible, the measured
drain current spectral density can he rewritten as

(4.3)

(4.4)

Now for the current noise spectral density in the saturation reglOn one can write the
following:

S _ O:chQ1L~WCoxVOS3

I. - 2L~ff{1 + OVéS)2r
In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, f SI at fixed Vos is plotted as a function of Vvs and (VvS/VOS)2,

respectively. As can he seen from eq. (4.1), in the ohmic region, fSI ex (VvS/VéS)2 for
constant Vés. This trend is ohserved in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 for all fixed values of Yes. In
saturation the noise levels off, as can he seen from eq. (4.4) and the experimental results.
The plateau values, i.e. fSI for Vvs ~ Vés, are proportional to Vés3. Note that in the
ohmic region, at fixed (VvS/VOS)2, fSI ex VOS3, at least if ()Vos ~ l.

The drain-source voltage at which the MOSFET comes into saturation, is equal to Vos,
for the simple model. Rememher that hody effect, velocity saturation and series resistance
are not taken into account. As can he seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, for Vos = 0.5 and 1 V, the
noise saturates at Vvs ~ 0.5 and 1 V, respectively. However, at Vos = 2.5 V, the noise
saturates at Vvs < Vos' De measurements revealed that the current saturated at Vvs ~ 2
V. From Fig. 4.1 it can he seen that the noise saturates at Vvs ~ 2.1 V. The saturation
voltages for current and noise are in good agreement. The saturation of the drain current,
at a lower voltage than the gate-source overdrive voltage, is explained in e.g. [5] and [6].

Fig. 4.3 shows the noise spectral density as a function of the external gate-source voltage
at fixed drain-source voltages. As Vos increases at fixed Vvs, the devices can come in the
linear region, if the gate-source overdrive voltage is large enough. It can he seen that in the
ohmic region fSI ex Vos, as is expected form theory (see eq. (4.1)), at least if OVos ~ 1.
However, if Vos increases towards large values, the noise in the series resistance shows up,
resulting in a deviation from SI ex Vos' This is also ohserved for p-channel MOSFETs in
chapter 3 (see e.g. Fig. 3.6). As Vos decreases at constant Vvs, the p-MOSFET comes
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Figure 4.1: fSI as a function of Vvs at fixed Vés for a p-MOSFETj 0, 0 and x denote
fSI at Vés = 0.5, 1 and 2.5 V, respeetively.

into saturation, where SI. does not depend on Vvs, as ean be seen in Fig. 4.3, where the
symbols + and x coincide. The intersection of the Hne, representing SI in saturation,
and the line, representing SI in the ohmic region for a certain value of Vvs, is given
by VGSint = V2Vvs. This can be verified by solving SI = SI. from eqs. (4.1) and (4.4),
respectively. For Vvs = 0.1 V, this would yield VGSint = 0.14 V, whieh is in good agreement
with the experimentally obtained value.

In Fig. 4.4, the l/f noise parameter 0', is plotted as a function of the gate-souree
overdrive voltage. The values are calculated using eq. (3.7). Possible series resistanee
contributions are ignored, which means that at high gate-souree voltages apparant higher a
values can be expeeted [7]. For p-MOSFETs without serious series resistanee complieations
and mobility degradation, a is independent of Vés [8] at low Vés' The observed a-values
of approximately 4 x 10-6 for this buried-channel p-MOSFET are weU above the low value
of 10-7 , observed in [8].

In [3] a method is proposed to extract the drain series resistance of a MOSFET biased
close to or in saturation. The influenee of this drain series resistanee as observed in [3]
is not always present and perhaps overestimated. This parameter extraction ean suffer
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denote Ves = 0.5, 1 and 2.5 V, respectively.

from accuracy problems. Large errors can be introduced by making the difference between
two quantities close to each other. In I3] the difference is made between a measured
external VDS and a calculated internal Vd", which is based on a too simple current-voltage
characteristic, e.g. body effect and mobility degradation due to lateral fields are not taken
into account. Basically, it assumes that in some cases an LDD MOSFET in saturation
can be represented by a conventional MOSFET in the ohmic region and a drain-source
voltage dependent series resistance at the drain side, which blocks the drain current (see
Fig. 4.5). The idea is that this series resistance at the drain side prevents the conventional
MOSFET to saturate. This can only be met if Vds < ~:. The internal drain-source voltage
can be calculated using eq. (7) in [3]. For the device studied in this chapter, Vd" could
not be calculated (complex values). This means either that the intrinsic MOSFET does
not operate in the ohmic region, but in saturation or that the applied model in eq. (7) [3]
is too simpIe. Assuming only minor differences (less than 5%) in extracted values of the
mobility, the mobility degradation factor, the effective channel length or the gate-oxide
thickness, real values for Vd" could be determined with this method. This means that the
conventional MOSFET would operate in the ohmic region and, as a result, a value of the
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•

series resistance can he determined. In [3], large values of the series resistance at the drain
side are calculated.

For a parlicular device in [3] fSI did not seem to saturate. The channel noise, fSlch'
could he recalculated from the experimental data and showed the expected dependence
on Vd". Tbe recalculated values of fSI for larger channellength showed astrong increase
at Vd" -+ V;. This is due to the denominator in eq. (3.5), hecoming much larger than
one. The strong increase in fSI in [3] is attributed to the noise in the series resistance,
becoming non-negligible. Our device seems to operate in saturation (rememher that Vd"

could not he determined). This yields for the channel noise spectral density, if the noise in
the series resistanee can be ignored: SIch. = SI.(1 + 9mrS + geh(rS + rD))2. Since geh = 0
in saturation and gmrs ~ 1, one expects SIch. = SI., with SIch• the channel noise spectral
density in satnration [2].
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Figure 4.5: LDD MOSFET in saturation represented as a conventional MOSFET with a
drain-source voltage dependent series resistance at the drain side.
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4.3 Conclusion

The excess current noise of the observed p-MOSFET shows the expected behaviour in
the ohmic region and in saturation, with Q independent of Vás, which points to mobility
fluctuations. Whenever the eurrent saturates, the noise will saturate too, even if the
saturation voltage is somewhat smaller than the internal gate-souree overdrive voltage.
The strong inerease of reea1culated values of SI, proposed in [3], is applieable for particular
devices, but is doubtfull for larger channellengths.
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Chapter 5

Diagnostics of the contact quality of
MOSFETs

In this chapter the excess low-frequency noise behaviour of p-channel MOSFETs, biased
in the ohmic region, is investigated. The aim is to investigate if the observed generation
recombination noise spectra for the 1.2 and 3 pm devices stem from the channel or from
the contacts. A calculated spectrum will be used as a reference if only the fundamentall/J
noise would be present in the channel. The presented method is applicable to one single
MOSFET, instead of a complete L-array.

5.1 Device description and experimental procedure

The gates are manufaetured with n+ and p+ poly for the n and p-channel MOSFETs,
respectively. This implies that the p-MOSFETs are surface channel devices. As reported
in [1], for a low noise behaviour one should use a buried channel device. The gate-oxide
thickness is 12.4 nm. FOT the silicidation process Ti was used. The channel width is 20 p,m,

while the channellength ranged from 1.2 p,m to 7 pm. All devices were biased in the ohmic
region with IVvsl = 0.1 V, while the gate-source overdrive voltage, Vos, ranged from 0.5
to 4 V. The measurement set-up is shown in Fig. 3.1.

5.2 Generation-recombination noise

In chapter 3 an improved equivalent circuit for the low-frequency l/J current noise be
haviour of MOSFETs is proposed. This model can also he applied for generation recom
hination (G-R) noise spectra, caused by trapping of mobile carriers. In general, one can
write the following expression for a two-Ievel G-R noise spectrum [2]:

SI SN 4T--;s:NiIN2

12 = N2 = 1 + (21rfT)2'
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where N denotes the total number of free carriers, T the relaxation time, I the frequency
and ÄN2 the variance. For the varianee one may write (2]:

(5.2)

where Nt denotes the total numher of traps. This means that ÄN2 :5 N if Nt > N and
ÄN2 :5 Nt if Nt < N.

5.3 Experimental results and discussion

In Fig. 5.1 some current noise spectra are presented for different values of Vàs. If only
conductanee fiuctuations in the channel, with a l/J spectrum, would he present and if the
series resistance would he negligihle, one expects for the current noise, [3]

(5.3)

In order to compare an expected l/J noise spectrum with the ohserved spectra, a calculated
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 5.1 using eq. (5.3), with a reasonahle value of a = 10-6 [1] and
the experimental1y ohtained value of the drain current at Vàs = 4 V. The solid line should
he compared with the crosses, showing the dramatic influence of traps leading to a G-R
spectrum.

For the p-MOSFET with a mask channellength of 3 pm, even two G-R noise compo
nents could he distinguished. The extracted plateau values of SI, SIp/a.I. = SI(J ~ Je),

with Ic = 1/27rT, and the relaxation times T are given in Tahle L

Table I: Plateau values [A2/Hz] and relaxation times [sJ of the generation-recombination
noise spectra at different gate-source overdrive voltages.

1.2 pm p-MOSFET 3 pm p-MOSFET
Vàs Slo/a.I. T SIo/a.I.1 Tl S10 / 0 1.2 T2

0.5 1.4 x 10 20 1.1 x 10 3 2 x 10 ·HI 4.3 x 10 -:l 7 x 10 -:l3 6.8 X 10-5

1.0 2 X 10-19 1.1 X 10-3 2 X 10-18 4.3 X 10-2 8 X 10-22 5.3 X 10-5

2.0 1.2 X 10-18 1.2 X 10-3 9.1 X 10-18 4.3 X 10-2 3 X 10-21 4.9 X 10-5

4.0 3 X 10-18 9.4 X 10-4 2.7 X 10-17 4.9 X 10-2 1.2 X 10-20 8.0 X 10-5

Fig. 5.2 shows the plateau values of the G-R noise components as a function of the
drain current. From this plot it can he seen that SIp/a.c. oe [m, with m ~ 4. ..

This drain current dependency of the noise points to traps in the series resistance.
This can he explained from eq. (3.5). If the series resistance and the noise in the series
resistance can he neglected, one expeets from (3.5) SI ~ SIch. According to (5.1), SIpl

GI
• oe

[2 ÄN2/N2 where ÄN2/N2 oe I/V" n with n = 1 if ÄN2 = N and n = 2 if ÄN2 - N, gIJ " - t·

If the trap would he located in the channel region, one expects SIp/ac. oe lP, with 0 :5 p :5 1,
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Figure 5.1: The measured current noise SI for a 1.2 pm p-MOSFET as a function of
frequency Jj 0, 0, ~ and x denote SI at Vos = 0.5,1.0,2.0 and 4 V, respectively. The
solid line represents the ca1culated l/J spectrum, using 5.3 with W = 20 pm, L = 1.2 pm,
a = 10-6

, Cor = 2.8 X 10-3 F/m2
• The dashed line represents a Lorentzian, given by (5.1).

since, in a first approximation, ] oe ~~. It is now dear that effective traps in the channel
region never can yield the experimentally ohserved current dependency SIpIGt. oe ]4.

However, if the series resistance and the noise in the channel region are negligihle,
one expects (see eq. (3.5» SI oe g;h(r~SI.s + r1SIdD)' Since [ oe gch, if l-'d8 is constant,
and assuming SI.s = SItlD oe ]2 (see eq. (5.1)) and rs = rD, one can expect SIpIGt. oe [4.

This current dependency of the noise has also been ohserved in chapter 3 for l/J noise
spectra, which was a proof that the observed l/J noise in this case was stemming from the
contacts. In view of (3.5), in the ohmic region it is not possible to distinguish between a
trap located in the souree or drain region, since g~h ~ g~. Another argument that leads to
the conc1usion that the traps are located in the contact region is the fact that the relaxation
time constants are independent of Vas,as can he seen in Table 1. For traps 10cated in the
channel region or in the LDD region T would depend on Vas'

In Fig. 5.3 the current spectral density is plotted as a function of the drain current for
the 7 pm device.
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It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 that SI oe 14• This current dependency of the noise
spectrum was also observed in chapter 3 in Fig. 3.6. As is explained in chapter 3, this
behaviour, i.e. SI oe 1\ is typical for a MOSFET with a dominant noise source in the
series resistance. It should be noted that the calculation of the typicall/! noise parameter
a, in this case, is of no use, in view of the large series resistance noise contribution. Only
apparent a-values can he obtained.
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Figure 5.3: The current noise spectral density SI (0), as a function of the drain current J
for the 7 JLm p-MOSFET

5.4 Conclusion

The excess low-frequency noise hehaviour of MOSFETs can he strongly influenced hy traps
in the contact region. The ohserved plateau values of the generation-recomhination noise
spectra depend on the drain current as SlplGc. ex: Jm, with m ~ 4, which points to trapping
centra, located outside the channel region. The analysis, leading to the dominant noise
contribution, can he made on a single transistor, without studying a complete L-array,
provided that at a fixed drain-source voltage, SI is investigated as a function of J. The
classical current and geometry dependence of the excess low-frequency noise don't hold
anymore if the noise sources outside the channel region are dominant.
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1/f Noise and its Coherence as a Diagnostic TooI for
Quality Assessment of Potentiometers

E. P. Vandamme, Student Member. IEEE, and L. K. J. Vandamme

Abstract-The excess noise of different types of potentiometers
has been investigated, and all showed a l/f noise power-spectral
density. Two types of conductive tracks are considered: car
bon black resin type and metal·oxide glass cermet type. Also
considered are different types of sliders: I) metal-point con
tacts, 2) metal-Iine contacts and muItiple-finger contacts, and 3)
carbon brush contacts. The contributions of the end contacts,
the stationary wiper (movable) contact. and the track have
been investigated. The resistance and the noise of the stationary
wiper contact are constriction dominated. Two different biasing
conditions are proposed to measure either the coherence between
current fluctuations orpg 4between voltage fluctuations In a
potentiometer. The coherence measurement can serve as a fast
diagnostic tooi for the noise characterization and the quality of
the movable contact in a potentiometer. Physical models are pro
posed to explain experimentally observed trends. Potentiometer
1/f noise is due to contact noise between grains in the track.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE reliability of a complex eloctronic system is de
tennined by the reliability of the weakest component.

Our aim was to provide a fast diagnostic tooi to judge the
quality and reliability of potentiometers. We investigated 17
potentiometers. The dynamic noise generated by vibration or
rotation of the movable contact will not be discussed. The
excess noise due to conductance fluctuations in the track. in
a stationary wiper and in the end contacts. were investigated
as weil as the coherence between fluctuations. We present a
model to explain experimentally observed trends in the noise
of potentiometers and their coherence.

The excess noise of a stationary wiper has been found to be
of the 1/J variety. as can be seen. for example. in Fig. 3 in
[I]. The excess noise due to conductance ftuctuations in the
track of a nonwire wound potentiometer is of the same origin
as that in thick-film resistors. The power density spectra are
in general inversely proportional to the frequency J, as can
be seen from the 1/f spectra in Fig. 2 in [2]. in Figs. 4 and
5 in [3]. and in [4]-[6].

The contact resistance of the end contacts and the wiper
on the track are considered to be constriction resistances
due to current crowding. For a film-free contact. there is a
proportionality between the contact resistance and the sheet
resistance of the layer [7]. as can be predicted from a simple
model [8]. Problems with contacts affected by a uniform film
or punched films are discussed in [8] and [9).

Manuscript received June 17, 1993.
1be aulhors are wilh the Eindhoven University of Technology. Oepartment

of Electrical Engineering, 5600 MB Eindhoven. The Netherlands.
IEEE Log Number 9401762.

In our model for the coherence, two parameters are used:
I) the ratio v of the noise of the movable contact to the noise
of the total resistance. and 2) the ratio (1 of the total resistance
of the potentiometer to the resistance of the movable contact.
Therefore we start with some physical background to explain
these ratios.

Ir. PHYSICAL MODEL FOR RESISTANCE AND

NOISE RATlOS IN A POTENTIOMETER

A. Track Resistance and Noise

The noise in conducting tracks for nonwirewound po
tentiometers is of the same variety as the noise observed
in thick-film resistors. Tiny contacts between grains in a
binder matrix cause local increase in the current density on
a microscopie scale. This aggregate structure of grains joined
by narrow necks causes a meandering path for the current
through the grains. On a microscopie scale the current density
in the track is nonuniform aod causes astrong increase in 1/f
noise at the end contacts of the potentiometer [10]. [11]. ft is
now weil established that the relative 1/f noise is inversely
proportional to the volume of the thick film [11], at least in
a first approximation [3].

Apart from a geometrie factor, the noise of a conductive
track in a potentiometer is similar to that of a single contact be
tween grains on the average. Apart from interface contributions
between contacting grains, contact noise is not a special type of
noise but is physical1y the same as bulk 1/f noise. We assume
the conducting particles to be arranged by cohesion in chain
segments or wires. which are widely spaeed compared with
grain sizes. The number of chains in paral1el increases with the
volume fraction of conducting grains, above a critical value.

We derive some expressions for the 1/f noise in tracks. by
following the treatment in [11]. The track resistance becomes
inversely proportional to the cross section of the thick film as

R = _T_ (Ia)
kwkt

and for the track conductance
1

G = R = gkwkt (lb)

holds, where Tand gare the resistance and the conductance
of an average chain. and kIL' and kt are the average number
of chains in the width and thickness directions, respectively.
Since ftuctuations in the conductance of chains are uncorre
lated, we find that ror the average values of cross produets
between the ith and the jth chain that (.6.g;6g)) = O.
Since we assume a small spreading in the noise of all chains,

1070-9886194$04.00 © 1994 IEEE
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:b..g'f) == (tlg2). we find that for the total noise of all chains
n parallel. (b..G2) = kwk t (b..g2).

For smal! relative f1uctuations we find «b..G/G?) =
:(b..RIR)2) and «b..r/r)2) = «D.g/g)2). Therefore. the
elative noise in the resistance becomes

here Slis the power spectral density of the current f1uctua
ons, under constant voltage bias. and S\· is the power spectral
nsity of the voltage tJuctuations, under constant current
as. C is a dimensionless parameter inversely proportional
the volume of the track. for the same microstructure of the

ick-film resistor. The parameter Cus has the dimension of
m2 and is a characteristic value of 1/1 noise. for the track
sistance f1uctuations of a unit area. Low-noise potentiometers
ve tracks with an inherently large area, at least when the
me microstructure is used. We propose to compare the 1/1
ise of potentiometer tracks in a relative way as ISR/R2 =
\' /V 2 = C, which is normalized for biasing conditions and

(7)

(9)

frequency. Ta compare the noisiness of the microstructure. we
use Cus = Cwl, which is a normalized value for the track area.

When the volume fraction of the conductive grains increases
(which results in more effective conductive chains in parallel),
then kwkt will increase for the same width and thickness.
Therefore Rand SRIR2 will drop. as can be seen from
(l a) and (2a). For samples with different volume fractions of
conducting grains, but with the same dimensions l, wand t,
we expect from (1 a) and (2a)

~~ = ~ = ~;~ = ((~rr)~. (4)

This shows that the relative noise for different microstructures
is C = jSR/R2 ex R if (b..r2 )/r3 remains constant. which is
areasonabie assumption for volume fractions without extreme
values. The proportionality C ex R calculated from our model
as shown in (4) has been observed in [3], [4], [5], and [13] for
thick-film resistors and in [12] for carbon black epoxy-resin
resistors. In [12], C ex R3/2 has been observed for cermet type
and carbon black polyamide-resin type thick-film resistors. In
Section IV we present C versus wl and Cos versus Ra for
different potentiometers.

B. Sliding Contact Resistance and Noise

The resistance and noise of the movable contact will be
treated either as a pure constriction resistance of k circular
conducting spots in parallel, all with a diameter 2a, or as a
simple Hne contact of width 2a· and length b, perpendicular to
the track-length direction.

For a stationary wiper point-contact on a conductive track,
assuming the contact spot diameter is smaller than the thick
ness of the track (2a < t). we find [9], [14]. [15]

p
Re ex -k (5)

'u

where the effective resistivity p = Rwt/l, with R the re
sistance of the track. The ratio u = R/Re for a sliding
point-contact on a track becomes

R kla
fT = - ex -. (6)

Re wt

For a line contact of width 2(L and length b we find (16) for
b » 2a

Re = pln(b/2a)
7fb

and therefore for line contacts u becomes
R 7flb

u= Re = wtln(b/2a)" (8)

The ratios u in (6) and (8) depend on track and contact
dimensions but are independent of pand are between 30 and
700, as can be seen in Tables land 11.

For the noise due to constriction resistance of k circular
spots with diameter 2a, the following proportionality holds
[9]. [14]. [15]

(3)

((AR)2) Sn ((Ar)2) 1R = R2 = -;:- kw kt (2a)

here (b..R2) and (b..r2 ) are the resistance fluctuations in a
rack and in a chain, respectively, observed at a frequency

per bandwidth D.I. These resistance ftuctuations are also
enoted by the so-called power spectral density SR.

From (2a) we see that the relative noise SR/R 2 of tracks,
ith the same length. reduces with an increasing cross section.

s far as «D.1"/r)2) remains constant and kw and kt increase
roportionally with width wand thickness t. Tbe latter is not
Iways the case; this is not true at least in a thick RuOz system.
ue to sedimentation of the grains during the firing of the track
3].

From a simple model in (11 J. it follows that the relative
oise «D.r/r)2) in (2a) is inversely proportional to the length
f the conducting track. This is in agreement with experimental
sulls if the volume fraction of the conductive grains is not

high (see Figs. 5 and 6 in [12]). Therefore. the relative
oise in the track is inversely proportional to the track volume

[ I1 J, for a constant volume fraction of conductive grains
nd samples that are not too thick [3].

Sn 1
R2 ex n' (2b)

or tracks with the same thickness and microstructure. the
sistance is dependent only on the length-width ratio. Tbe
lative noise «b..R/ R)2). however. is inversely proportional
the product 1I1l. For our potentiometers. Ohm's law holds

nd the noise spectra show only small deviations from pure
/ f spectra; hence

AV2=[2AR2ex~ (2c)
J

2 1
Sv = [ SR 0( 7' (2d)

erefore the following results from (2bH2d) were used to
alyze our data:

SI St" SR SG C C us
[2 = V 2 = R2 = G2 = 7 = I wl
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(12)

(a)

I.

(b)

Fig. I. (a) Circuit showing the resistance of the track R =RI + R2. the
sliding contact Re. and the end contaclS R3 and 14 with R3 + R4 « R.
(b) Sirnplified equivalent circuit of a potentiometer.

For the relative noise of the track we find

SR C 1
R2 = f ex: wtl' (10)

From (9) and (10) we obtain 11 = SRelSR

SRc wtl 1 1
IJ =-- ex -- ex - Cl( - (11)

SR ka3a 2 ai> aS

where (j is given by (6). For line contacts with length equal
to band width equal to 2a we find [161

SR. 1
R~ ex a2b(ln(b/2a))2

111. MODEL FOR THE COHERENCE IN A POTENTIOMETER

and therefore

SR wil 1
11 = S; :x a2b(ln(b/2a))2a2 ex: a 3 (13)

where (j is given by (8).
Increasing the contact pressure on the movable contact

results in an increased contact diameter 2a or width of the
line contact. Ir the contact resistance remains constriction
dominated. then 11 ex R~ for point cantacts if k is kept constant.
From (8), (12). and (13) it also follows that for line contacts.
an increase in !ine width and length b goes hand in hand with
a decrease of resistance. noise. and 11.

Tbe permanent end contacts on the conducting track also
contribute to the resistance Rand noise SR of the potentiome
ter. From a noise analysis at different positions of the sliding
contact, gathered by passing a constant current through the end
contacts. we investigated the contribution of the end contacts.
It tumed out to he a small contribution (10% or Iess). as can he
seen in Section IV. The equivalent circuit of a potentiometer
and its simplitied version are proposed in Fig. I(a) and (b),
respectively.

In Fig. I(a). R3 and ~ represent the permanent contact
resistances and Re represents the contact resistance of the
movable contact or so-calJed wiper on the track.

Fig. 2. Circuit for calculating and testing the coherence between current
f1uctuations tlII and !i.I2 in a potentiometer.

where Vs denotes the constant voltage source and GI =
1/Rl, G2 = 1/R2 and Ge = I/Re_ If we ignore the thermal
noise and the noise in the eurrent amplifiers, we find the
ftuctuations stemming from conductanee f1uctuations to he as
follows:

. A. Coherence Between Current Fluctuations

Tbe potentiometer is biased with a constant voltage source

I

as in Fig. 2. In our model only two parameters are used: I)
the ratio 11 of the noise of the movable contact to the noise of
the total resistance, and 2) the ratio (J of the total resistance
of the potentiometer to the resistance of the movable contact

Tbe potentiometer track and its movable contact are rep
resented by three resistors in a T-network in Fig. 2. Tbe
current amplifiers I and 2 are supposed to he noise free,
with a negligible low-input impedance, and V8 is an ideal
voltage source. The resistance of the movable contact is often
constriction dominated. Depending on the pressure. the contact
area and consequently the contact resistance and the noise of
the movable contact can change from one position to the other.

Tbe derivation of the coherence function hetween the ftuc
tuating currents ft and h in the potentiometer. presented in
Fig. 2. is done in a similar way to [17]. For the currents h
and h we find, following the same reasoning as in [17],

(14)

(15)



(19)

(18)
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Using (14)-(17) we obtain t::.h and !:lh

..ó.h = 11 (C2 + Ce DoGI - !:lC2
Cl +C2 + Ce Cl

Cl + G2!:lC )+ Ge e ,

12 ( Cl + Ce
..ó.I2 = C C C -t::.G l + G ..ó.G2

1+ 2+ e 2

Cl + G2 AC)+ Ge U e .

The coherence function is defined in the frequency domain. as
the ratio of the squared cross-power spectrum of !:lh and t::.I2
to tbe product of the auto-power spectra of 6.h and t::.h.

",2 _ SJ
1

/
2

..ó.h(f)6.12(f)2
I _"'::'>'::'0-- - (20)
/1/2 - S/lhS/2/2 - !:lII(f/ 6. I2(f)2
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Using (20)-(23) and introducing the parameters
p= RdR2 ,u = (Rl + R 2 )/Re and v = SR)SR =
(G4SGJ/(G~SG)' we find an expression for the coherence
function (24), as shown at tbe bottom of this page.

Note that "fJ
1
1

2
versus log p is symmetrical around p = 1

and has an extreme value for p = 1. This means that for
p = x and p = I/x the coherence function has the same
value. Since (24) is difficult to handle, we substitute p = 1 in
(24) and obtain the simple relation

2 16(-2 - u + 2V(7
2 )2

"flt/z (1) = (8 + 417 + u2 + 8//(2 )2' (25)

Because we are dealing with a potentiometer. we assume
u » 1. Our experimental results showed that a varied from 30
to 700 and v varied from 0.04 to 6. For all the potentiometers
with 30 < a < 700 and 0.04 < v < 6. (25) can be simplified
for p = 1 as

where t::.II (f) and 6.I2 (f) are the filtered f1uctuations in the
currents 11 and h. using an ideal bandpass filter centered
at frequency f with a bandwidth of 1 Hz. The coherence
function can be derived from (18), (19), and (20). Note that
the coherence function is dimensionless and ranges from 0 to
1. The cross-power spectrum SI1 h is obtained from (18) and
(19) and is represented by

ltI2 ((G2 + Ge) 2
S/I/2 = (Cl + C

2
+ G

c
)2 - Cl 6.G1(f)

_(GI;2Gc )6.C2(f)2 + (CI;eG2)26.Cc(fF).

(21)

where 6.C l (f)2 equals SGp the auto-power spectrum of
:onductance Cl, 6.G2(f)2 equals Sc 2 , tbe auto-power spec
:rum of conductance G2 and 6.Cc(f)2 equals SGc' the auto
Jower spectrum of conductance Gc . In this calculation the
~uctuations of the conductivities G}, G2 , and Gc are expected
:0 he uncorrelated.

"'dI 1z(I) ~ C~v8Vr· (26)

Note that, if a > 30, (25) does not depend on a anymore.
If we substitute p =0.1 in (24) we get a simplified expression
for u > 30:

2 (0 ) ~ 13v 27
"f1112 .1 ~1+13v ( )

From (26) and (27) we find that. if the parameter // varies
between 0.04 and 6. the coherence function is always larger
when the movable contact is nearer by tbe edge than in the
middle of the resistive track. The cohercnce function nearly
equals 1 if v > 2 for 0.1 < P < 10.

When the coherence is high. the noise of the movable
contact is the major noise-source. which is an indication of
the poor quality of the potentiometer.

In Fig. 3 the coherence with the movable contact in the
middle of the resistive track is plotted as a function of a
with v as parameter. In Fig. 4 the coherence function with
the movable contact in the middle is plotted as a funclion of v
for different values of the parameter u. These plots show that
tbe coherence function is almost independent of the parameter
a for a > 30.

For noemal potentiometers the plot of ';Ih versus p on
a log-log scale has an M -shape. The coherence function is
higher near the edges than in the middle. For p ..... 0 and
p -+ 00 tbe coherence in the currents due to conductance
fluctuations tends towards O. since the coherence between
12 ~ 0 and / 1 = Ic or between ft ~ 0 and 12 ~ Ic equals O.

If aresistor free from conduction f1uctuations is added in
series with Rc such that u < 1 and v > 0, I,. then logbJ

1
1z )

versus log(p) has a f\-shape: It shows a maxImum instead of
a minimum at p = 1.

2 p(p + 1)2(-1- a + vu2 - 2p(1 - v(2 ) - p2(1 + a - v(2»2
"flt12(P) = (va2 + p(l + 2a + a2 + 3v(2) + p2(3 + 2u + 3v(2) + p3(3 + v(2) + p4) *

1
(24)
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Y,...(l)

o I

.,-- v =1

..... v =0.5 Vz

Fig. 5. Circuit for calculating and checking the coherence between voltage
ftuctuations ~VI and tJ."2 in a potentiometer. The resistance of tbe movable
contact is Re =(V) - 'v2}/1. and v can easily be calculated from (35) and
experimental results. The end contact noise and the uniformity of SRc can
also been checked with this circuit.

and

oOl L.....~ ~'--__~

(33)

(34)

The spectra! noise density SRI of the resistance f1uctuations
in RI depend on the position i} of the movable contact, which
follows from the empirical relation for the 1/! noise [15]:

S - cu.Ri - Rl S (32)
Rl - Wil! - R R

with II the distance of the movable contact to the bottom end
contact and RI!R = lI/l. Therefore we obtain

SR, Rl
SR =[f

and we find for "Y~l V
2

with P = RtlR2 that

2 1 P
"YV1V2 = 1 + vR/RI - p(1I + 1) + v'

Now v can easily he calculated from experimentally observed
results as

v = (-i- -1) i . (35)
"Yvt v2

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

We have observed in a two-point configuration, as shown in
Fig. 6(a) and (b), tbe relative noise of tbe tracks in 17 different
potentiometers, with different dimensions and sheet resistance.
The potentiometers were carbon black resin or cermet types
and were made on hard paper or ceramic substrates. Some
parameters are mentioned in Tables land Il. The first column
in tbe tables shows the potentiometer number used. The second
column shows the maximum current at room temperature
allowed through the movable contact. The third column shows
the dimensions of the track resistance, which are all from
the carbon black type, except potentiometer 10 in Table Il,
which is a cennet type. For samples with R < 100 kn,
a constant low-noise current source was used and voltage
fluctuations were measured (see Fig. 6(a». For R ~ 100 Hl,
a constant low-noise voltage source was used and cUlTent
fluctuations were observed (see Fig. 6(b»). The fourth column
shows the relative track noise C of the potentiometer, and
the fifth column shows the relative noise of tbe resistance
of the movable contact. The values of Re and SRe are
obtained by passing a constant current through the contacts
denoted MQ in Fig. Ha) and by observing the voltage and its
f1uctuation across the contacts MD. Hence, Re = VDM /IMQ

and SR. =Svo ..J ]'fAQ " Column 6 shows the parameter Cus,

(29)

(31)

5Ol

OOI '--------~-~
10 100 200

0-

Fig. 3. Calculated coherence between currents as in Fig. 2 for Rl =Rz as
a function of (J'::: R/Rç with I' = SRo/Sn as a parameter.

J/

Fig. 4. Calculated coherence between currents as in Fig. 2 for R) =Rz as
a function of v = SRo/SR. with (J' == R/Re as a parameter.

SV, \/2 = ]2SRl =Sv2 • (30)

Therefore, the coherence "Yr'l V
2

is a very simple expression,

respectively, and the cross cOlTelalion spectrum SVI \02 he
comes

B. Coherence BelWeen Voltage F/uclualions

The potentiometer is now biased with a noise-free constant
CUlTent source as in Fig. 5, and VI and V2 are amplified with
a noise-free voltage amplifier.

Under this biasing condition the observed voltage tluctua
tions S\/l and S\/1' due to conductance tluctuations, are

SVI = ]2(SRe + SRJ (28)
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TABLE I
CHARACffiRISTlCS AND NOISE RESULTS OF POTENTIOMETERS WTTH A NOMINAL VALUE OF 10 kn

potentiometer I.... (mA) IIw Re (G) CR= CR,= Cu.= wlCR ,,= u= -yl,.bO) -yll.hO)
no. (mm/mm) fSR/Rl fSR/Rl. SR/SR RlR. measured calculated

1 4.5 2411.6 667 10"3 10'9 3.8*l()u 0.3 170 0.4 0.5

2 5.3 24/2.4 1000 5*1()14 2*10'10 2.9*IO'u 0.5 80 0.8 0.6

3 6.3 24.712.8 1134 3*l()14 10,10 2. I*lO'u 0.4 90 0.5 0.6

4 5.510.9 1636 1()13 2*10'10 5.0*10'13 1.5 30 0.7 0.8

5 5.3 24/2.4 1000 3*1()14 5*10'10 1.7*1O'u 6.1 50 0.9 1.0

6 4.5 2411.6 667 10'13 3*10'10 3.8*IO'u 0.1 180 0.4 0.2

TABLE n
CHARACTERJSTlCS AND NOISE RESULTS OF POTENTIOMETERS WITH A NOMINAL VALUE OF 100 kn

potentiometer lma1 (mA) I/w R= (kG) CR= CR,= Cu.= wlCR ,,= u= 'llob(1) 1'l l •b(1 )
no. (mm/mm) fSR/Rl fSR/Rl. SR/Sa R/R. measured calculated

7 I 13.8/2.15 15.6 5*10'12 2*10'9 1.5*10'10 0.1 60 0~22 0.2

8 2.2 15.3/1.8 11.8 9*10'12 3*10'9 2.5*10'10 0.04 90 0.03 0.06

9 2.2 14.112 14.2 2*10'14 3*10'10 5.6*10.13 2.2 100 0.9 0.9

10 7.1 36.3/3.9 10.7 3*IO'I~ 10'9 4.2*10'13 0.8 670
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(a)

I R

(b)

Fig. 6. Circuit for testing the relative noise in lhe track. using a eurrent
source and voltage amplifier for R < 100 kno C = f Sv/\,2 is calculaled
from experimenlal resulls. (b) Circuit for lesling !he relative noise in !he track.
using a voltage source and a current amplifier for R > 100 kno C =f SI/(l
is calculated from experimental results.

:which characterizes the noise of 1 mm2 track material. The
bserved values are sho:wn in columns 7 and 8 in the foon of
imensionless ratios v and (j. Column 9 sho:ws the observed
alues of coherence bet:ween current ftuctuations as measured
n the circuit of Fig. 2. The calculated values using (26) and
he corresponding experimentally obtained values for a and v
rom the table are in good agreement :with the observed values.

A noise-free current souree is obtained by using a battery
:with a 1/f noise-free series resistance of at least 20*R. The
voltage ftuctuations under the biasing conditions for R < 100
kn in Fig. 6(a) are amplified by a low-noise Brookdeal voltage
amplifier 5004, and the current fluctuations in Fig. 6(b) are
observed with a lo:w-noise Brookdeal current amplifier 5002.

Fig. 7 shows some of the observed current noise spectra
obtained from potentiometers 3, 5, and 8 mentioned in Tables
land 11. The movable contact was in the middle of the track
(p = 1) and the measuring set-up in Fig. 2 was used. The
applied current Ic through the potentiometers was 0.5 mA
for potentiometers 3 and 5, and 15 /LA for potentiometer
8. In Fig. 8 the experimentally observed coherence between
current fluctuations versus frequency is shown of the same
potentiometers as in Fig. 7. The results are obtained on the
same samples using the circuit shown in Fig. 2 and under the
same conditions as in Fig. 7. Above a critical frequency the
coherence between the 1/f noise contributions in the current
f1uctuations decreases, due to the relative increasing contribu
tion of thermal noise in the potentiometers and the uncorrelated
background noise of both lo:w-noise current amplifiers. The
values of 'Y~112(I) presented in Table land Table II are taken
from the plateau values of 'Y~,I/l) versus f at f =: 10 Hz.

The measuring setup of Fig. 6(a) or (b) was used to measure
the relative noise of the track. Fig. 9 shows the observed
values of C versus area wl for two cermet potentiometers
having the same sheet resistance but different area, and for t:wo
carbon track potentiometers with the same sheet resistance.
Comparable microstructures result in C IX l/n, as is observed
and as is expected from (2b).

Fig. 10 sho:ws the observed Cu. values of several carbon
potentiometers with different sheet resistances and therefore
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different microstructures. The experimental results show a
dependenee close to C us oe Rb.

To investigate the noise contribution of the permanent end
contacts on the track. we used the circuit shown in Fig. 5. With
the circuit in Fig. 5 both the movable and the end contact noise
can be investigated.

Fig. II shows the spectra S\,! SVz and the coherence 'i'r'l Vz
versus frequency of a potentiometer of the same type as
no. 4. Because of the large thermal noise contribution of
R2 , S\'z shows an appreciable contribution corresponding
to 4 kTR ~ 1.6.10-16 V2/Hz above 300 Hz. Note that the
1/f noise of S"'l equals [2 (SRI +SR3 +SRe> and S"Jz equals
[2 (SRI +SR3)' The cross spectral density S\'1 \'2 was observed
with a HP 35665A double-channel FFf spectrum analyzer.
The 1/f part of this spectrum coincided with the 1/f part in

the spectrum of S",z' which confirms the assumptions used to
derive (34) and (35).

The reciprocity theorem also holds for the conductance
fluctuations. If a fixed current [ is passed through Af and
Q as in Fig. I(a). then a voltage VOQ is observed. as weil
as voltage noise due to resistance f1uctuations S\'DCJ' By
interchanging the role of the current and voltage contacts in
a new arrangement, we observe the voltage across Nt and Q.
V'IQ and the spectrum due to conductance f1uctuations SV\IQ
by passing the same current [. but now through the contacts
D and Q. Our experimental results showed V'\IQ = VOQ and
S"MQ = SVOQ' This is also expected from theory [18).

The voltage noise spectra S\'1 and S'/2 are shown for two
typical potentiometers in Fig. 12(a) and (b). as a function
of the position of the movable contact expressed in Rl,
The intersection of SV2 with the y-axis gives the 1/f noise
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Fig. 12. (a) SFj , represented by À. and S\'2' represented by o. at f = 4
Hz versusRl. with R =2.2 k!2and biased as in Fig. 5. with I =2.5 mA.
fSR3 = 4.5°10-9 0 2

• and f(SR. + SR.) = 1.5"10-8 0 2 . (b) S"I'

represented by À. and S"2' represented by 0, at f =4 Hz for a cermet track
potentiometer with caJbon brush, R =900 O. / = 2.6 mA. and the same
bias conditions as in Fig. 5.

In order to investigate whether the contact resistance is
constriction or interface dominated, we investigated the mov
able contact noise SRe versus the contact resistance Re. For
constriction-dominated point contacts. we find SRe ex: R~ if k
is constant and the spot radius a changes. If we assume that
the average value of the contact spot a of the wiper is about
the same on four tracks with different resistivity, we expect
Re ex:: Ra for constriction-dominated contacts.

In Fig. 14(a) several experimental results of SRe versus Re
are presented in three groups, with different Ra. All show
ISR, ex: R~. which points to constriction-dominated behavior.
Small changes in Re and SRe on a given track are due to
small changes in contact radius a. and not due to changes
in the number of contact spots in parallel. This can be seen
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ontribution of one end contact on the track. Considering
:ig. I(a). this can be denoted by [2S R

3
• The intersection of

)\'1 gives the contribution of the movable contact and the
nd contact together. being (SR

J
+ SRJ[2. In Fig. 12(a) the

pectral values SV1 and S\/2 at 1= 4 Hz versus Rl are shown.
lsing the circuit of Fig. 5. A high-quality potentiometer should
lave an end contact noise that is less then 10% of the total
rack noise. The noise of the movable contact obtained from
he intersection of S\" in Fig. 12(a) is four times larger than
he end contact noise obtained from the intersection of S\'2
~ith the y-axis. The excess noise observed at VI is always
,igher than the noise observed at Vz in Fig. 5. The reason
i that SV2 only contains (SRI + S RJ )12• while S\,. contains
SRI + SR J + SR.)12

•

In Fig. 12(b) typical results are shown for a potentiometer
,ith large end contact noise and movable contact noise in
omparison with the noise from the track. The proportionality
,etween SV

I
and Rl is masked by overly large contributions of

:/'1, +S Re' This is typical for a carbon-brush movable contact
n a cermet track. The large scattering of the experimental
~sults of SVI versus Rl shows that Re and SRe strongly
epend on the position of the wiper along the track.

In Fig. 13, the 1/f resistance noise. norrnalized for fre
uency ISVI / [2 and ISV2 / [2 observed in the circuit of Fig. 5,
re shown as a function of the position of the movable contact
Jr two carbon potentiometers together with the coherence
fW2' A high value of 1'r'l V2 for p = 1 or Rd R = 0.5
ldicates a high-quality potentiometer. considering its movable
Dntact noise. A large scattering in f SV1 / [2 points to a
onuniforrn resistance of the movable contact a[ong the track.
he I/I noise in the end contact resistance SR3 at 1 Hz given
y ISR3 was obtained from the intersection in Fig. 13(a) and
~uals 5°1O-5n2 . The value of I(SR3 + SR,) in Fig. 13(a) is
01O-5nz. Fig. l3(a) also shows the experimentally obtained
Dherence 1'f'l \2 (-) versus Rl / R. and the calculated 1'~1 V2

'ulllime) using (34) and v = 2.5.10-2•

Fig. 13(b) shows the typical results for a potentiometer of
Ie same type as no. 3. with a large SRe contribution that is
Dt constant along the track.
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from the proportionality SRc <X R~ [8]. In Fig. 14(b) the
lowest values of the contact resistance Re are presented, as
a function of the sheet resistance of the three different tracks.
The proportionality Re <X Ra is, again, proof that the wiper
resistance Re is due to a constriction, as can he seen from (5).
This was also observed in [7].

(b)

V. DIscussrON AND CONCLUSION

The 1/f noise in Iinear potentiometers was investigated by
comparing experimental results with the outcomes of simple
modeis.

l) The resistance fluctuations of the permanent end contacts
on the track are in general less than 10% of the noise
of !he track resistance. as is shown by the intersections
in Figs. 12(a), 13(a), and B(b).

2) The relatîve resistance noise of tracks wi!h the same
thickness and microstructure (volume percent of con
ducting grains in carbon resin or metal-oxide glass
cermet track) are inversely proportional to the area of
the track. as predicted by Hooge's empirical relation,
shown in Fig. 9.

3) The wiper contact resistance and noise can be reduced
for a given track by increasing the contact area.

4) The spectral density of current or voltage ftuctuations
in potentiometers biased with a current through !he
movable contact, as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. were observed.
Two low-noise current or two low-noise voltage ampli-

Fig. 14. (a) The ] / f noise al ] Hz. in lhe resislance of lhe movable contacl
(jS R< in 0 2 ), versus the contacl resistance R<. The values indicaled by
o are from lracks with Ro ~ 1.2 kU and Cu. =2.3'10- 12 mm2 • by 6.
withRo ~ 0.69 ill and Cuo = 3.5-10- 12 mm2•and by. with Ro ~ 12.5
kf2 and C uo =2.2-10- 10 mm2 • The proportionalily indicaled by Ihe lhree
lines is S R< ex R~ and points 10 conslriction-dominaled conlacts wilh a fixed
number of conducting SpolS in parallel. The proportionalilies are calculated
from (5) and (9). (b) The resistance of the movable contact Re versus lhe
sheet resislance Ro of three different tracks. as discussed in (a).

fiers must he used to measure the coherence. In bath
biasing conditions. the coherence function referred to
as ~fJ!12 and îe·! v, tumed out to he a fast diagnostic
tooI for checking the quality of a potentiometer. The
interpretation of "ti'l V

2
with the circuit of Fig. 5 is easier

than the analysis with "t1
1
1

2
' Potentiometers with a high

track resistance are easier to measure with a constant
voltage source (Fig. 2). Potentiometers with a low track
resistance are easier to measure with a constant current
source (Fig. 5).

5) The expected coherence between two fluctuating cur.
rents or voltages in a potentiometer was calculated from
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our model. Calculated values agreed with experimental
results under certain conditions. Deviations between
experimental results and the model are understood in
terms of a nonneglible noise contribution of the current
or voltage amplifiers, or a nonuniform value of SRe

along the track.
6) A low value of 'J

l
l, is a proof of a high-quality

movable contact with a negligible noise contribution,
in comparison with the noise stemming from the track.
When the coherence is very high bl

l
h ::::: 0.9), the

noise from the movable contact is higher than lhe noise
stemming from the total resistance; this points to sliding
contact problems.

7) The coherence between voltage fluctuations of a poten
tiometer observed in a two- and three-terminal config
uration, as in Fig. 5, is a simple function of the ratio
between the noise in the contact resistance of the wiper
and the noise in a part of the resistive track. Under these
specific bias conditions, just the opposite holds for ,i

l
1

2
'

The lower the contact noise, the higher the coherence
'f" \'2' and the better the quality of the potentiometer.

8) The theory and experimental results show that the ratio
of the total resistance of the potentiometer to the resis
tance of the movable contact is of minor inftuence on
the value of the coherence "ril 12' and of no inftuence
at all on ,~, \'2' However, the ratio of the noise of the
movable contact to the noise of the total resistance in
the range from 0.1 to 1 has a strong influence on ,1

1
1,'

9) The coherence mea.'>urement can serve as a fast diagnos
tic tooI for the noise characterization and the quality of
a movable contact in a potentiometer, since it indicates
whether the movable contact is the main noise souree
or not.

10) The 1/f noise of the tracks and stationary movable and
permanent contact is due to conductivity ftuctuations
and is not a special type of noise, but is physically the
same as contact noise. The noise of a stationary sliding
contact is due to a simple constriction resistance, as
can be seen from Figs. 14(a) and (b).
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Abstract-P-channel LDD MOSFETs with a p+-poly gate and an n+-poly gate are investigated. The
p +-poly gate forms a surface channel and the n + -poly gate a bulk channel. A new method is proposed
to use an L-array for extracting the low field mobility Poo. the mobility degradation coefficient (J. the
channel length correction 1', and lhe parameters Ril) and R" for the gate.voltage-dependent series
resistance on the source side RJS = RIO + Rsv / V~. A bulk channel device has a higher fJoo value, a lower
RIV and a smaller series resistance RDd on the drain side than a surface channel device. The (J value and
the gate-voltage-independent part of the series resistance R.a are about the same in both devices. Under
the same extemal bias conditions. a surface channel MOSFET has a smaller current and a higher 1//
current noise than a bulk ehannel device. The 1// noise parameter et is found to be independent of the
effective gate voltage and of the channel length for bath devices. The bulk ehannel MOSFET shows II

values of about 4 x 10-1 which are among the lowest values ever reported in literature. Tbe et values in
the surface channel devices are about two orders of magnitude higher than those in the bulk type.
Comparing the d.e. characteristics and 1//noise of both devices. an indication is given on how to reduce
tbe 1// noise in a surfaee p-channel MOSFET.

1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the integration densily has led to the
sealing-down of MOSFETs and to the application of
the low doped drain structure (LDD). This results in
an increased intluence of the series resistance on the
d.c. characterstics and I/I noise. Extensive research
has been done on parameter extraction. Since the
series resistance is often voltage dependent[I-3] in an
LDD device, it is important to exclude this effect on
the extraction of the low-field mobility and the
mobility-degradation coefficient. In addition, differ
ent definitions of e1ectrical channel length are in use.
Here we propose a new method for LDD MOSFETs
which reduces the inftuence of the voltage-dependent
series resistance on the extraction of the other par
ameters. First we concentrate on the extraction of five
e1ectrical parameters from the d.e. characteristics. In
addition we investigate the difference in series resist
ance between a bulk and a surface channel device.

Experimental results obtained from two wafers are
discussed. One wafer has a p +-poly gate which forms
a surface type channel, the other has an n +·poly gate
which forms a bulk type channel. The surface channel
has the inversion layer just below the SiOrSi inter
face. The n +-poly gate p-MOST has a bulk (or
buried) channel. which has a weaker normal electric
field and a thicker inversion layer[4,5) than a surface
channel device. This results in a higher low·field
mobility and smaller series resistances on the drain
and source sides. and a lower 1// noise level.

Next the I/Inoise is investigated. The bulk channel
MOSFET has, to the best of our knowIedge. a I/I
noise parameter IX among the lowest values ever
reported in literature for silicon MOSFETs[6-8].
Furthermore Cl is two orders of magnitude lower than
that of a surface channel device.

The measurements were performed directlyon
wafers made in a O.Sl1m technology. All MOSFETs
under test have a channel width of 10 pm and a gate
oxide thickness of 10 nm. The channel length varied
from 0.45 to 40 pm.

2. EXTRACTION OF ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

2.1. General assumptions in parameter extraction

There are several ways to determine the threshold
voltage VT [9]. In addition, each way uses its own
definition of VT • Since we are only interested in the
strong inversion regime. we can still use the most
common extrapolation method to find VT (I 0). The
drain-source voltage Vos is kept at -SOmV. The
tangent line with the highest slope of the channel
current los vs the gate-source voltage Vos is extrapo
lated to the VGS axis. The intersection Voso thus gives
the value of VT = Voso-~I +e5)Vos' According to
the parameters given by the manufacturer. the calcu
lated value of the parameter 1> is less than 0.1 in both
types of our devices. Therefore éJ is neglected in this
paper.
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In practice, an LDD MOSFET may he considered
as a conventional MOSFET with two series resist
anees (see Fig. I in Ref. [I]), Ros on the source and
R Dd on the drain side[I-3,ll-14). In the ohmie
region, non-unifonnity of the channel due to the
drain-source voltage Vos is negligible. Because of the
symmetrieal structure of the drain and source. we
have R.s = RDd • Further analysis shows that RsS

depends on the effective gate voltage V~ = Vos - VT

as previously observed[I]:

R
R.v

sS= RoO + Vó'

where R.o is the part of the series resistance indepen.
dent of V~. Tbe tenn R.. / V~ is the sum of the series
resistance due to current spreading and the LDD
sheet resistance. Since it is affected by accumulation,
the latter part is Vö dependent[2,3]. Note that the
quantity R.v has the dimension of n. V. Since RsS

cannot be infinite, V~ in eqn (1) can never he zero.
Areasonabie estimation for the lower boundary of
V~ is about 0.3 V. Below that, Ros is assumed to be
constant. To compare our experimental results with
simulated values of RsS by others[2]. we have taken
the data from Table I in Ref. [2] and present them in
Fig. 1. The same trend as in eqn (1) is found in the
ohmic region.

Generally, the channel current los related to the
external voltages can he written as:

(2)I _ p(V~ - Wos)Vos

os - 1 + 2pRsS(V~ - !Vos)'

where V~ = Vos - VT is the effective gate voltage and
p is the effective gain factor given by:

Jloo WCo• Po
p = (L - "Hl + lWó)= I + (W~' (3)

Here Po is the value of Pat V~ = O. The optica] mask
gate length and width are Land W. respectively.
Defining the channellength correction as I'. then the
e1ectrical channel length I, which is the distance
between the metallurgical junctions of the drain and
the souree. equals L - /'. It is worth mentioning that
these lengths are physical distances independent of
bias conditions and only defined by processing. The
gate oxide capacitance per unit area is Co., Jloo is the
low field mobility, and (J the mobility degradation
coefficient due to high electrical fields perpendieular
to the interface. The influence of Vos = - 50 mV on
the effective mobility Iloo is negligible and has not been
taken into account in our analysis. Yet there is
another assumption in the above equations which
neglects the series resistance inftuence on the factor
'W~ in IJ. Since losRsS ~ V~. this is allowed in the
ohmic region when the channel current is very smaJl.
Generally the substrate-source bias wiJl change VT •

However since los RsS is very smaJl, its influence on VT

is negligible. We consider the substrate-source bias to
he constant and in our case it is set at o. Once again.

we emphasise that eqns (2) and (3) are only valid in
the ohmic region.

2.2. Extraction of 1100 and (J

The total resistance of the device is the sum of the
channeJ resistance Rch and the two series resistances:

Vos
Rlol = -,- = RsS + RDd + Rch = 2RsS + Rct.. (4)

os

Substituting eqns (1)-(3) in eqn (4) gives:

R'OI = ~~ (;0 + 2R.v) + (~ + 2RoO) =~ + RTO •

(5)

When Rlol is plotted vs I/ V~ (see Fig. 2), a straight
line should be present with a slope K:

I L - /'
K=-p + 2R.v = WC +2R.v

o Jloo o.
= KkL - Kkl' + 2R... (6)

and an intersection RTO of the vertical axis:

8 8(L-1')
Rro = R + 2RsO = WC + 2RoO

PO 1100 Ol

= KRL - KRI' + 2RsO • (7)

Tile straight line in Fig. 2 supports the assumptions
made here. The values of R.v • RoO , 0, Jloo and I' are
process technology dependent. However, the par
ameters (J and Jloo are assumed not to change over the
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Fig. 4. Tbe intersection Rro obtained from Fig. 2 vs L
(optica! mask va!ue). The data are from the surface channel

devices.

optical mask gate length L, two straight lines are
obtained as shown in Figs 3 and 4. The slope of K vs
L(KtJ gives the low field mobility:

I
JIoo = .

KtWCox

From the slope KR of the straight line in the plot
of RTD vs L. we find the mobility degradation co
efficient:

Table 1. Extracted parameters in (WO kinds of device

KR
(J = Kt = KR Poo WCox ' (9)

In our extraction method for 8 and Jloo. we considered
a gate-vo]tage-dependent series resistance. The values
of JIoo and (J obtained here are consequently less
inftuenced by parasitic effects. If the influence of the
series resistance had not been taken into account,
the obtained values of Jloo and (J would have been
channel-Iength-dependent. Tbe values of () and J.loo
for bulk and surface devices are given in Table 1.
Since the channel in a bulk device is subject to
a low nonna) field[4,S], carriers suffer less from
scattering than in a surface device. Therefore we
expect a bulk device to have a higher low-field
rnobility, which is in agreement with the values shown
in Table I.

1.0o

2

..

20

10

0.5

-ING· (V-I)

Fig. 2. The measured total resistance Rlol vs IIV~ for a bulk
channel (.) and for a surface channel CA.).

L =0.8 IIm

gate area and to be uniform over the wafer. Natu
rally, the values of R,y and RsiJ have a l/W depen
dence. If we take an L-array, which is a group of
devices with the opticaI channel length L as the only
variabie, we obtain a series of values of K and Rro •
When the quantities K and Rro are plotted vs the

120
0.18
0.05

100
94

160
0.18

(0.05)
(126)
(22)

Bulk device Surface device

Poo (an2fVs)
8 (V-I)
npm)
RIJ (0)

R.. (OV)

JOo 5

L (Ilm)

Fig. 3. Tbe slope Kof the straight !ine in Fig. 2 vs L (optical
mask value). Tbe data are from the surface channel devices.
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where

2.3. Series resistance Rss and channel length cor~

rection /'

The intersections on the vertical axis in Figs 3 and
4 are:

\

1.50

-0.02
92

1.25

-0.02
96

1.00

0.01
132

0.75

0.Q2
152

100

v~ (V)

/' (pm)
RlS (0)

a
..>0:

50......
Ö

Ctt,-

~:e~·
t....

Ol

f:~..........

0 5 10

Table 2. Tbe values of /' and RoS calculated by the method proposed
in Ref. [161

1 (~m)

Fig. 5. The tota! resistance RIO, of surface channe! devices
vs I at Vó= -\.00 V (.), -0.5 V (.à.). -0.33 V (e).

-0.25 V (+).

maximum transconductance methad [eqns (12HI4)].
Similar R,. and R.o values to those obtained with eqns
(10) and (11) were found within a margin less than
10%.

There are at least ten other methods to determine
the channel length correction and the series resist
ance[ IS]. Apart from parameter extraction methods
using a single device, a perfect uniformity of physical
parameters over the L-array is always assumed. In
general this is not true. The variation from device to
device is often much larger than the measurement
precision which is better than 1%.

To check the above values of l'. R•• , and RsIJ , we
applied the method proposed in Ref. [16] to our
devices. This method assumes that the series resist
ance and the channel length correction /' are both
gate voltage dependent. The calculated values of /'
and R,s on four different gate voltages for the
same surface devices as used in Table 1 are given in
Table 2. As expected, the values of I' are not the
same, due to the difference in the I' definition.
However. the decrease of series resistance with gate
voltage is found in both methods.

The resolution in the l' extraction is several times
the order of the Debye length, which again is of the
same order as the average distance between two
impurity atoms estimated from the dope concen
tration close to the metallurgicaljunction ofthe LDD
region. For example, if the dope concentration is

(14)

(13)

(l0)
/'

~=2R•• - WC
JJoo Ol

O(L -I')
Rl =R.o + 2WC'1100 Ol

and

Ol'
Roo=2RsQ- WC' (11)

1100 Ol

respectively, in which R..rx/'/W and R.orx I/W. Un
fortunately, there are only two equations, (10) and
(JI), with three unknown quantities: R,., RsO and /'.
To overcome this problem, we use the maximum
external (or measured) transconductance Km... of a
device to determine /'. Next we substitute this valu~

into eqns (10) and (11) to determine RsQ and R,•.
The maximum external transconductance often

occurs at a low effective gate voltage V~ ( ::::; 0.3 V).
We assume that at such a low effective gate voltage
the series resistance is Vó independent. The external
transconductance Km... is derived from eqn (2) with
gm~1 = dlos/d V~ by taking Vos/2 ~ V~:

L -f' (L _ 1;)2
--= (12)

Km.Cl WJJooCOI Vos '

and

Using a set of measured maximum external
transconductance values gm... obtained from one L
array of surface channel devices and the above three
equations (12HI4), the channel length correction
l' can he found. Then RsQ and R.. are determined
from eqns (10) and (11) and lhe results are given in
Table I. For bulk channel devices, the channellength
correction l' could not he extracted by the above
procedure. This is most likely due to a poor uniform
ity of physical parameters in an L-array. The poor
uniformity may, for example. come from an inaccur
ate mask alignment or a larger spreading in R,s.
However, since a bulk channel device has the same
doping profile as a surface channel device, we assume
that a bulk channel device has about the same f' on
average as a surface channel device. The values of
R,o and R,. for a bulk channel device were calculated
with eqns (10) and (Jl) using this estimated /' (see
Table I).

Another way to obtain R•• and RsQ is to plot Rlol vs
the eIectrical channellength { == L - {' using Vó as a
parameter[l] (see Fig. 5); The intersections of Rlo\ at
, == 0 give 2R,s as a function of V~. This method was
applied to a group of surface channel devices and
bulk channel devices with an /' value found by our
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Fig. 7. The series resistance RDd vs Vos at Vti = - 1.63 V:
.... surface channel and • bulk ehannel.

field. Hence, we expect that spreading resistanee will
be smaller in a bulk cbannel. Additionally, a bulk
device bas a higher /Joo than a surface channel device.
Consequently, it has a smaller R,. value (see Fig. 6
and Table 1).

Tbc above discussion and equations are only valid
in the ohmic region. To ensure tbat the experimental
conditions are as close as possible to the assumptions
made, the extemal drain-source voltage Vos is always
kept at the very low value of - 50mV.

2

2.4. Series resistance RDd

When a MOSFET is biased beyond the ohmic
region, only tbe series resistance RiS on the source
side will not change witb Vos. Using the analysis
previously employed[l], we obtained the series resist
ance RDd on tbe drain side as a function of the
external drain-source voltage VDS' and also as a
function of the voltage drop VOd across ROd . Figures
7 and 8 sbow calculated values from experimental
results obtained for two types ofdevice with the same
geometrical parameters. Under the same externalor
internal bias conditions, a bulk cbannel device has a
smaller series resistance ROd on the drain side than a
surface cbannel device. As VDS increases, tbe de
pletion region is widened around the boundary beo
tween the substrate and tbe low·doped part of the
drain. This depleted region accounts for the major
part of ROd • Tbe free carriers, whicb are holes here,
are swept from the channel into the low-doped drain
part by the high electric field. Owing to the thicker

6

/
/

/ -------_.-..-..-
o

1018 cm- 3
, the average distance between impurity

atoms is 0.01 jlm. The resolution in the l' extraction
is of the order of 0.01 jlm. On the olher hand, the
value of I' is often not more than 10% of the shortest
channel length Lmin in the L-array. We investigated
three kinds of L-array with Lnû~ 0.45, 0.6 and
0.8 jlm.The value of I' bas lbe same order of magni
tude as its estimated resolution. Therefore we cannot
have high accuracy in tbe l' extraction.

Using tbe known values of R.o and R,., tbe series
resistance RsS is calculated by eqn (I) as a function of
lbe effective gate voltage V~. According to [2,3], RsS

is made up of four components, namely tbe contact
resistance Rea, the sheet resistance R..h' the spreading
resistance R,p, and lhe accumulation layer resistance
Rae (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [2]). The doping concentrations
and profiles in the source and drain are the same for
the bulk and surface devices. This results in the same
contact resistance and sheet resistance, which in
addition are not gate-voltage-dependent. It is there
fore not suprising that the values of R.tJ in both
devices are about the same (see Table I). The ac
cumulation layer is due to the overlap of the gate and
the low-doped part of tbe junction. For the spreading
resistance, the accumulation layer thickness Yac and
the thickness of the inversion layer are important.
The increase of Yoe with gate voltage results in a
decrease in R.p and R.c[2J. This is also supported by
our experimental results (see Fig. 6). A bulk channel
device has a tbicker inversion layer lhan a surfaee
channel, owing to tbe lower perpendicular eleetric

1000

soo
'"Dl'

3

-IIVG- (V-I)

Fig. 6. The series resistance RIS on the source side vs IIV~:

.. surface channel and • bulk channe!.
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voltage Vos and the effeClive gate voltage V~. Such
a presentation bas the advantage of showing the lIJ
noise in a MOSFET changing from the ohmic region
(where Vos/Vö ~ I) to saturation (with VosIV~ ~ I).
Results obtained in a bulk and a surface channel
device with the same geometry and under the same
extemal bias conditions are presented. If we compare
the d.c. characteristics of bulk and surface channel
devices, we observe a higher low field mobility Jloo,
and smaller RsS and Rw in the bulk channel device
and hence a larger current driving capability. Gener·
ally speaking, a certain current output is required
in a circuit design. Since SI increases with V~. a
MOSFET with a bulk channel is much less noisy for
tbe same current output than a device with a surface
channel.

J.2. Dynamic va/ue of series resistance

In the lIJ noise equivalent circuit of a MOSFET
(see, for example, Fig. 6 in Ref. [I]), the dynamic
va/ue ofthe series resistance should he used. Since the
series resistance on the source side R.s is ohmic, its
dynamic value rsS is equal to its statie value RsS •

However for the series resistance RDd on the drain
side, the situation differs. The dynamic value of Rw
is:

2

w = 10 I!m

L =0.8 I!m

I•

3

2

8
..>0:...... ...

."

/c
0::

•
/ •
•

I...
/...

IÁi·
o·,

0

-vDd (V)

Fig. 8. The series resistance RDd on the drain side vs VDd

across RDd at V~ = - 1.63 V; Á surface channel and • bulk
channel. Tbe devices are the same as used in Fig. 7.

inversion layer in a bulk channel device. the carrier
flow path becomes wider than that in a surface
channel device. This leads to a smaller RDd value. The
Rw value is technology dependent. The slope of RDd

vs VDd will vary for different drain engineering tech·
niques. This influences the validity of assumptions
used in the analysis. When the channel shortening
effect is negIigible, eqn (2) of Ref. [1] is a good
approximation. When the high external drain-source
voltage Vos induces a significantly wide depletion
region in the substrate close to the drain in a very
short-channel device, the channel shortening effect
may occur. In this case, the IJ value increases owing
to the decreasing channel length. This was not taken
into account in Ref. [I]. If we still apply eqns (2) and
(7) from Ref. [IJ in saturation, a complex value of Vlis

as a solution of the quadratic equation may be found,
especially for a low effective gate voltage in a short
bulk channel device. The correction for the channel
length reduction leads to more fitting parameters as
can he seen in [17J. and it will result in more realistic
Vds values.

3. 1/' NOISE COMPARISON

J.J. Experimental remlrs of I/J noise

lIJ current noise was measured in two types of
device. Figure 9 gives the measured I /J current-noise
spectral density SI (norrnalised for the frequency J)
as a function of the ratio of the external drain-source

VDS I Vo
o

Fig. 9. Tbe measured lIJ noise ./SI vs VDSfV~ at
V~ = -0.88 V; Á surface channel and • bulk channel. The

same devices as used in Fig. 7.
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N

~ JO-11
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JO-18

-VOd (V)

Fig. 11. The lIJnoise in the series resistance fSl. vs VDd' The
same devices as used in Fig. 7: • bulk channel at
V~ = -1.63 V. and surface channel at V~ = - 1.63 V (A),

-0.88 V (+).

Hence the I/J noise in the channel reaches a constant
value SIOch' which· can be determined as proposed in
Ref. [I]. At the point where the drain current los
starts to saturate, the measured I/J noise current S.
is used to calculate SlOch with eqn (19). Tbe I/Jnoise
from the series resistance S.s is then found from:

Sis = SI [J + roSgm + roSgo + r[)dgo]2 - SIOch' (20)

Since RDd ~ R.s in saturation, the voltage drop
across the two series resistances almost equals VOd.
Actually, the calcuJated J/J noise in the series resist
ances Sis comes from R[)d. We plotted SIs vs VDel for
both types of device (Fig. 11). With the same georne·
try and external bias conditions, the bulk channel
shows a lower series resistance Ilfnoise. Furthermore
for a surface channel MOSFET biased at different
Vó, the Ilf current noise in the series resistances Sb
hardly changes.

Comparing Figs 7, 8 and 11, we sec that a larger
RDd results in a higher Sis. In a circuit application,
when a MOSFET is biased in saturation, it is import.
ant to reduce the I/J noise in thc series resistance.
Tbe present analysis shows that a smaller R[)d value
may result in a major decrease of the I/J noise in
saturation.

3.4. Comparison and discussion oJ Ilf noise

To evaluate the I/Jnoise of a MOSFET, it is useful
to use a normalised quantity which takes into account
tbe measuring frequency, the bias conditions, the
geometrie size, etc., as a standard for comparison.
Tbe Hooge parameter IX uses the above features for
characterization of the lIJ noise. The ex value is
defined by the empirical relation[18]:

SI ex
Ibs =NI' (21)
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Tbe calculated value of RDd from our experimental
results shows a linear relation with VCd (see Fig. 8):

VOd
RDd = los =RDdO+R[)dyV[)d' (16)

According to the discussion in Section 4.2.1, in the
ohmic region V[)d is negligible and RDd = RoS, thus
R[)d = R[)do = RoS· Rearranging eqn (16) into:

r/ _ RoS los
"Dd - (17)

J - R[)d.fos

and substituting eqn (17) in eqn (15), we get:

R~
rOd = RoS • (18)

J.3. liJ Noise oJ series resistance

In principle, the I/J noise arising from the series
resistance SIs can he extracted from the totall/Jnoise
in a deviee[I]. Defining the IJJ noise in the drain
current as S., the noise from the channel as Slch and
neglecting Sis in the ohmic region, Sidl is calculated
from the measured S. via:

S.ch = SI[I + roSgm+ roSgo + r[)dgof, (19)

where gm and go are the internal transconductance
and the internal channel conductance, respectively.
An example is given in Fig. JO for the measured SI
and the calculated Slch.

When the drain current los becomes saturated, tbe
difference between SI and Slch increases with Vos at a
constant Vó. This is due to the fact that thc noise
from the series resistance part is no longer negligible.
Hence, the right-hand side ofeqn (19) is not the noise
from the channel only, but the sum ofthe noise in the
channe1 and in the series resistances. When the drain
current los saturates, the internal drain-source
voltage V<Is remains constant (see eqn (7) in Ref. [I]).

0.1

Vds I VG· or Vos lVG'

Fig. 10. The measured I/JnoisefS, (A) vs VDSfV~ and thc
caIculated vaIues fSlch (+) vs Vd'/V~ at V~ = -0.88 V

from the surface channel device used in Fig. 7.
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Tablc 3. Comparison of tl-parameter values from differenl sources (p-MOSFETs)

Our data
Device suppliers

Bulk
Philips

Surface IMEe- CNET" Ref. [41
Litcratun: data

Ref. (51 Ref. (61

tIC 4x10-' 3 x IO- s 3.1 X 10-6_

4.7 X 10-6
3x 10-'_
9 X 10-'

1.9 X 10-6_

3.9x 10-6
5 x 10'
2 x 10- 1

'These deviccs were measured in 1991.

and hence IX represents the normalised I/j noise at
1 Hz for one charge carrier. Tbe total charge carrier
number N is replaced by /2/Qj1Rch , yielding:

fSlch/
2(1 + OVè)

IX = . (22)
qJ..loolos Vd•

A survey of ex values from various sources is given
in Table 3. However, it is not c1ear in Refs [6-8]
whether the channellength correction I' and the series
resistances R.s and RDd were taken into account. Since
the error due to /', R.s and RDd is negligible for
long-channel devices biased in the ohmic region, it is
therefore better to restriet ourselves to IX values
obtained from these devices. The IX values of the
p-MOSFETs supplied by CNET, France and IMEC,
Belgium a1so have been measured in our laboratory.
As far as we know, the present bulk channe1 LDD
devices reach an a value of 4 x 10-7

, which is among
the lowest values ever reported in literature.

Figure 12 gives the va1ues of ex as a function of V~
obtained for the present bulk and surface devices. In

addition, the experimentally obtained IX values vs the
electrical channel length I are shown in Fig. 13. As
can he seen in Fig. 12, the (X value does not depend
on the effective gate voltage Vö, which gives exper
imental support to the idea that mobility fluctuation
is the origin of the I/jnoise in these MOSFETs[I9].
Furthermore, the (X value is constant for the channel
lengths changing from 0.45 to 10 /lm (for surface
channe1 devices) and from 0.8 to 51lm (for bulk
channel devices). The bulk channel devices a1ways
have ex values about two orders of magnitude smaller
than those of surface channe1 devices. According to
the mobility fluctuation model(18], this is probably
due to the difference in crystal quality beneath the
interface or throughout to the bulk. Although the
manufacturer guaranteed an extreme1y smooth
Si-Si02 interface in both types of device, a lattice
mismatch cannot he avoided at the Si-Si02 interface.
The latter is one of the major causes that exacerbates
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Fig. 12. The Cl value vs V~. The triangles are for surface
channel devices and tbe dots for bulk channel devices: .Á.
and • are for L = O.8pm; A and 0 are for L =5 pm.

I (Jlm)

Fig. 13. The 1IC value vs I: 0 and D. at V~ = -0.63 V; •
and • at V~= - 1.63 V. The triangles are for surface

channel devices and dots for bulk channel devices.
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carrier scattering at the interface, resulting in lower
surface mobility. As can be seen in Table I, in a bulk
channel, the low-field mobility Pro has a larger value
suggesting a better crystal quality. This results in
lower liJ noise, i.e. a smaller oe value. This has been
observed experimentally[I9-2I]. On the other hand,
in view of the McWhorter model[22], the ILfnoise is
caused by the spontaneous trapping of free charge
carriers at interface states or oxide traps. The model
assumes that the probability of carrier penetration
into the oxide layer decreases exponentially with the
distance from the interface. A bulk channel has a
thicker inversion layer than a surface channel[4,5].
This means that the average distance between a free
charge carrier and the Si-Si02 interface or between a
free charge carrier and an oxide trap is longer in a
bulk channel than in a surface channel. It is therefore
not surprising that a MOSFET with a bulk channel
is much Iess noisy than one with a surface channel.

For circuit design, it is very rewarding to decrease
SI' This is the component which really contributes to
the circuit 111 noise. From the above analysis, we
eonc1ude that increasing the channel conductance
and decreasing the series resistance can result in a
decrease of SI' especially in saturation.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A surface channel and a bulk channel device have
been investigated. We found that the surface channel
devices are much noisier. Although the physical
origin of the ILfnoise is not dear, by comparing the
d.e. characteristics and tbe l/lnoise in a bulk channel
and in a surface device, our study gives indications on
how to decrease tbe liJ noise in a surface device.

With regard to their physical nature, we assume
that the values of Poo and (J are gate-area-indepen
dent. They should therefore remain the same from
device to device over the whole wafer. We investi
gated several L-arrays of surface channel devices at
different positions on the wafer. The same Poo and (J

values were indeed found. However, we observed a
scattering of /' values in different L-arrays. Natu
rally, the uniformity of the channel length correction
value /' over the wafer depends on the local mask
alignment precision. Since the series resistance de
pends on the /' value, RoS and RDd mayalso show
some scattering in L-arrays on one wafer. Consider
ing eqns (5)-(7) in Section 4.2, we conclude that,
if 1', RRJ and RIV are not properly extracted, one
may find unusual phenomena such as Poo and (J values
that depend on channel length and/or series resist
ance.

Owing to the n +-poly gate, a bulk channel device
has a lower normal electric field and a thicker inver
sion layer than a surface channel. This has several
advantages:

(I) the interface scattering is reduced, which re
sults in an increase in the low field mobility Poo and

improves the current driving capability of a MOS
FET;

(2) a wider carrier flow path is obtained on the
drain and source sides; this leads to smaller series
resistances on both sides in the ohmic region and in
saturation;

(3) practically no effect on the mobility degra
dation coefficient (J is found;

(4) the 111 noise in the channel current is signifi
cantly decreased: the oe value, a normalised quantity
for the magnitude of the liJ noise, is two orders
of magnitude less than that in a surface channel
device.

One disadvantage of a bulk channel device is that
the channel shortening effect becomes worse when a
MOSFET is biased in saturation[4,5], resulting in a
lower output impedance of the devices.

Better crystal quality in the region of the inversion
layer will result in lower I/Jnoise. The larger internal
channel conductance go and the smaller series resist
ances will increase the MOSFET output current with
a decrease of its liJ current ftuctuations.

Considering the 1iI noise equivalent circuit of an
LDD MOSFET, our analysis shows that the series
resistance RDd on the drain side increases rapidly with
Vos. In saturation, RDd plays a major role in the IiI
noise of a device. The 1iI noise can be reduced by
reducing RDd • Some authors have used the model of
number ftuctuations to analyse the liJ noise in an
LDD MOSFET[23,24]. The calculated results from
their models are in agreement with the experimental
results they obtained in the ohmic region. But the
series resistance RDd is neglected in their analysis,
which can only be done in the ohmic region, therefore
their analysis may not be valid in the saturation
region.

Because of the very thin gate oxide (10 nm), only
a limited range of gate voltages is used. We did not
observe any dependence of IX on the gate voltage.
Neither did we observe any dependence of oe on L in
the range of L from 10 pm down to 0.45 pm.

The investigated bulk channel p-MOSFET has an
C( value which is among the lowest ever reported in
literature and is two orders of magnitude lower than
that in a surface channel.
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C Solution of the drain current

The solution of the drain current from eq. (2.2) is given by the following relation:

1= 2k x [1 - {3RVdlJ + 2{3R~: + (}~: - VI - 2f3RVdIJ + f32R2Vd~ + 2f3R8Vd~

+4f3R~~ +20~~ - 4132R2Vds~~ - 6j3R8Vds ~~ + 4132R2~~ 2
- 4f3RO~~ 2 + 02~~ 2

],

where

and
R= 2Rs = 2RD.

Note that substituting R = 0 or () = 0 in this relatian far the drain current and using a
Taylar expansion will yield eq. (2.1).
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D List of symbols

The following symbols are used in the text. If the saturation is ment, this is stated explieitly.

a: calculated 1/f noise parameter

ach.: l/J noise parameter related to conductanee fiuctuations in the channel region

Co:.r:: gate-oxide capacitance per unit area [F/m2)

f: frequency [Hz]

geh.: channel conductance [A/V]

gm: internal transconductance [A/V]

9m.: internal transconductance in saturation [A/V]

t: (AC) drain current [jtA]

I: (DC) drain current [jtA]

I!l: (DC) drain current in saturation [JlA]

lek: current noise souree due to the conduetivity fiuctuations in the biased channel part
[A]

1dD: current noise souree due to the conductivity fiuetuations in the biased series resistance
at the drain side [A]

1!l5: current noise souree due to the conduetivity fiuctuations in the biased series resistance
at the souree side [A]

L: mask channel length rjtm]

Lei!: effeetive channellength [jtm]

Jlo: low-field mobility [cm2/Vs]

N: total number of {ree carriers

Nt: total number of traps

J).,N2: varianee

rn: dynamic series resistance at the drain side [n]

RD: series resistance at the drain side in]

rs: dynamic series resistance at the source side in]
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Rs: series resistance at the source side [!1]

R: characteristic total series resistance [k!1pm]

SI: drain-current noise spectral density [A2/Hz]

SI,m: noise spectra1 density of the current fiuctuations in series resistance at the drain side
[A2/Hz]

SI.: drain-current noise spectral density in saturation [A2/Hz]

SI. S : noise spectra1 density of the current fiuctuations in series resistance at the source side
[A2/Hz]

ï: relaxation time [sj

tox: gate-oxide thickness [nm]

0: mobility degradation factor [I/V]

Vds: internal (AC) drain-source voltage [V]

Vds : internal (DC) drain-source voltage [V]

VDS: external (DC) drain-source voltage [V]

Vgs : internal (AC) gate-source voltage [V]

~:: internal (DC) gate-source overdrive voltage; ~: = I~s - VTI [V]

Vos: external (DC) gate-source overdrive voltage; Vos = /Vas - VTI [V]

VT: threshold voltage [V]

W: channel width [pm]
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